
 
Progressive? Yes. But Steeply Progressive? 
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Tom Daley of Moraga, Calif., disputes the interpretation of Rep. Jim Saxton, R-N.J., of recent IRS distribution data as 
demonstrating that the current tax system is "steeply progressive." 
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To the Editor:  

No sooner do we resolve the confusion over claims of regressivity in the federal tax system (see Tax Notes, Sept. 26, 2005, p. 
1585, and Oct. 3, 2005, p. 139), than along comes a new assault on clear thinking about taxes, this time from the opposite end of 
the political spectrum. I refer here to the October 4 press release by Rep. Jim Saxton, R-N.J., Chair of the Joint Economic 
Committee. Commenting on the IRS's newly released 2003 individual income tax return statistics, the press release (Doc 2005- 
20292 [PDF] or 2005 TNT 192-31 ) announced:  

 
The data confirm the highly progressive nature of the Federal income tax. The top one percent of tax filers paid more than 
one-third (34.27 percent) of Federal personal income taxes in 2003, while the top ten percent accounted for nearly two-
thirds (65.84 percent) of these taxes. 

The top half of taxpayers paid 96.54 percent of federal income taxes in 2003, up from 95.19 percent in 1993. The 3.46 
percent share paid by the bottom half of taxpayers in 2003 compares to a 4.81 percent share in 1993. "These IRS data 
show the steeply progressive nature of the Federal income tax," Saxton said. 

 
There you have it. Conclusive statistical proof that the U.S. income tax system is not only progressive, it is steeply progressive. Or 
not. 

Many (perhaps most) readers of Tax Notes will readily discern the logical error in Saxton's pronouncement. For the benefit of 
those who have not thought it through, and to be certain we are all on the same page, let me illustrate the point with a hypothetical 
example. Consider the mythical country of Dystopia, which imposes an income tax that is paid by its citizens in the proportions 
shown in Figure 1.  

                         Figure 1 
     Percentage of Total            Percent of All 
        Population               Income Taxes Paid 
                                 U.S.          Dystopia 
 Top 1%                         34.27%          75.26% 
 Bottom 99%                     65.73%          24.74% 
 
As the figure shows, the top 1 percent of Dystopia's population pays over 75 percent of the income taxes of the country, as 
compared to about 35 percent in the United States. If the U.S. figures represent "steep" progressivity, the Dystopian tax rates 
must be positively precipitous in their bias against the rich. However, as it turns out, just the opposite is the case. The data tell us 
nothing at all about the relative progressivity of the two systems.  

Dystopia is a country of 10,000 inhabitants, 100 of whom have annual incomes of $3 million apiece. The remaining 99 percent of 
the population subsists on a per capita income of $1,500 per year. The Dystopian tax system imposes a simple tax on gross 
income in accordance with the rate schedule in Figure 2.  

                        Figure 2 
           Gross                      Marginal 
           Income                     Tax Rate 
 0 - $1,500                            66.67% 
 $1,501 - $3,000                       33.33% 
 > $3,000                              10.00% 
 
By any rational definition of the term, Dystopia has a grossly regressive tax system. Citizens with a subsistence level of income 
pay two-thirds of their earnings to the government in taxes. Those earning millions pay tax at a rate of just over 10 percent. It is 
hard to imagine anyone coming to the defense of such a tax rate structure. Nonetheless, the regressivity of the system is not 
apparent from the tax burden distribution table. Presumably, based on the data in the distribution table, Saxton would laud the 
Dystopian tax system for its fairness and progressivity, and admonish voters that any future tax cuts should be expected to be 



granted first to the wealthiest citizens.  

The Dystopia example illustrates how simple-minded tax distribution tables can be distorted by sharp inequalities in the 
distribution of income. As Figure 3 illustrates, the top 1 percent of Dystopia's population pays over 75 percent of the country's 
taxes, but they earn over 95 percent of the country's annual income. These figures illustrate the principle that it is no great 
sacrifice to pay the lion's share of all the income taxes, when one is earning the dinosaur's share of all of the income.  

                               Figure 3 
 Percentage of    Income Earned         Income Taxes Paid    Percent of Income 
 Population     Total    Percentage     Total   Percentage     Paid in Tax 
 
 Top 1%      300,000,000  95.28%     30,120,000  75.26%         10.04% 
 Bottom 99%   14,850,000   4.72%      9,900,050  24.74%         66.67% 
 
This is not to suggest that the U.S. tax system is dystopian in its own operation. Indeed, a separate table published by Tax 
Analysts in the news story (Tax Notes, Oct. 10, 2005, p. 163) reporting the release of the IRS data shows that the average 
effective tax rate in 2003 increased across all income cohorts, as adjusted gross income increased (see Figure 4).  

                       Figure 4 
 
 AGI Percentile                      Average Tax Rate 
 Top 1%                                    24.31% 
 Top 5%                                    20.74% 
 Top 10%                                   18.49% 
 Top 25%                                   15.38% 
 Top 50%                                   13.35% 
 All                                       11.90% 
 
So, yes, the U.S. system is progressive. How progressive is open to debate, because measures like taxes paid as a percentage of 
AGI reported are blunt instruments, at best, for assessing the fairness of a tax system. However, I think it can safely be said that 
to characterize the tax figures in this table as "steeply" progressive is historically myopic, to put it mildly. One can only assume 
that this was an exercise in deliberate obfuscation on the part of Saxton, to gain political advantage, rather than genuine confusion 
over this elementary concept. Actually, it's a clever tactic -- straight out of Orwell on language: Reshape the way voters think 
about the concepts by simply redefining the words used to describe them.  

Thinking about "progressive" taxation, as that term has traditionally been defined, brings to mind a closing point that has intrigued 
me as I have followed the tax reform debates in these pages. One of the most entertaining sections of the Tax Analysts Web site 
is the collection of tax returns of past U.S. presidents, vice presidents, and candidates for these offices (http://www.taxhistory.org). 
My personal favorite is Franklin D. Roosevelt's 1937 Form 1040, prepared longhand by the president himself. Or I should say 
partially prepared. When he reached the tax calculation line, FDR found himself stymied by the math. He submitted the return with 
the tax amount left blank, enclosing a check covering his best guess of the amount due and a personal note of apology to IRS 
Commissioner Guy Helvering, requesting that the Service bill him for the difference. (There's a lesson here for those who dream 
of ever simplifying the federal tax system to a point that everyone will be able to prepare his or her own tax return.)  

Curious about Roosevelt's problem in calculating his tax, I pulled a 1937 federal tax table from our library. The table is reproduced 
as Figure 5. In the context of our present tax rate structure, there is something fascinating about this table. It is not the steep tax 
rates, which everyone has read about in some tax class. No, what is remarkable is the income levels at which the rates apply. 
While our current federal tax tables top out at incomes of $326,450, the 1937 rates were differentiated for incomes all the way up 
to $5 million. And those were 1937 dollars, in the depths of the Depression.  

                           Figure 5 
 Net Income                               Tax Rate 
 $0 - $4,000                                  4% 
 4,001 - 6,000                                8% 
 6,001 - 8,000                                9% 
 8,001 - 10,000                              10% 
 10,001 - 12,000                             11% 
 12,001 - 14,000                             12% 
 14,001 - 16,000                             13% 
 16,001 - 18,000                             15% 
 18,001 - 20,000                             17% 
 20,001 - 22,000                             19% 
 22,001 - 26,000                             21% 
 26,001 - 32,000                             23% 
 32,001 - 38,000                             25% 
 38,001 - 44,000                             28% 
 44,001 - 50,000                             31% 
 50,001 - 56,000                             35% 



 56,001 - 62,000                             39%
 62,001 - 68,000                             43% 
 68,001 - 74,000                             47% 
 74,001 - 80,000                             51% 
 80,001 - 90,000                             55% 
 90,001 - 100,000                            59% 
 101,001 - 150,000                           62% 
 151,001 - 200,000                           64% 
 201,001 - 250,000                           66% 
 251,001 - 300,000                           68% 
 300,001 - 400,000                           70% 
 400,001 - 500,000                           72% 
 500,001 - 750,000                           74% 
 750,001 - 1,000,000                         76% 
 1,000,001 - 2,000,000                       77% 
 2,000,001 - 5,000,000                       78% 
 > $5,000,000                                79% 
 
There are a number of different measures for inflation, but if one uses the general consumer price index to inflate 1937 dollars to 
present-day figures (a factor of about 13.6), the 1937 tax table adjusted for inflation would today look something like Figure 6.  

                          Figure 6 
 Net Income                               Tax Rate 
 $0 - $54,400                                  4% 
 54,401 - 81,600                               8% 
 81,601 - 108,800                              9% 
 108,801 - 136,000                            10% 
 136,001 - 163,200                            11% 
 163,201 - 190,400                            12% 
 190,401 - 217,600                            13% 
 217,601 - 244,800                            15% 
 244,801 - 272,000                            17% 
 272,001 - 299,200                            19% 
 299,201 - 353,600                            21% 
 353,601 - 435,200                            23% 
 435,201 - 516,800                            25% 
 516,801 - 598,400                            28% 
 598,401 - 680,000                            31% 
 680,001 - 761,600                            35% 
 761,601 - 843,200                            39% 
 843,201 - 924,800                            43% 
 924,801 - 1,006,400                          47% 
 1,006,401 - 1,008,800                        51% 
 1,008,801 - 1,224,000                        55% 
 1,224,001 - 1,360,000                        59% 
 1,360,001 - 2,040,000                        62% 
 2,040,001 - 2,720,000                        64% 
 2,720,001 - 3,400,000                        66% 
 3,400,001 - 4,080,000                        68% 
 4,080,001 - 5,440,000                        70% 
 5,440,001 - 6,800,000                        72% 
 6,800,001 - 10,200,000                       74% 
 10,200,001 - 13,600,000                      76% 
 13,600,001 - 27,200,000                      77% 
 27,200,001 - 68,000,000                      78% 
 > $68,000,000                                79% 
 
Now that's progressive taxation. Imagine today a special tax bracket for persons with incomes over $68 million. Since 2001 the 
top federal estate tax rate has kicked in for estates of $2.5 million. We stop counting today at $2.5 million for an entire estate, 
while the income tax tables used to go all the way up to $68 million for annual income.  

So here's the question that has been in the back of my mind as I've read the viewpoints expressed about the future of the U.S. 
income tax system. How would the American public react today to incrementally higher tax rates imposed on taxable incomes in 
excess of $10 million, $25 million, or $68 million? Throughout the discussions of the "Fortunate 400," "the top one-tenth of 1 
percent," and David Cay Johnston's Perfectly Legal superrich, I've never seen that question directly broached. The discussions 
always seem to start from the assumption that increasing progressivity involves boosting the tax rates at or near the current top 
tax brackets.  

In his piece "Soaking the Rich or Saving the Middle Class?" (Tax Notes, June 13, 2005, p. 1344), Joseph Thorndike laments that 
the battle for progressive taxation has been lost and that it's time to give up on higher rates for the rich and focus instead on 
payroll tax relief for the poor:  



 
Conservatives like to argue that Americans dislike the estate tax because they're optimistic -- they may not be rich yet, but 
someday they hope to get there. Some polls lend credence to that view, and downcast liberals occasionally take comfort in 
the notion that Americans are just horribly confused about their upward mobility. But who wants to make that sort of case to 
the electorate? "Sorry, folks, but you really don't stand a chance of making it good. Might as well tax the folks already 
there." Not exactly a compelling argument for tax fairness. 

 
Thorndike is probably right, but how far does this view go? What if the advertised policy was that the federal estate tax will apply 
only to estates in excess of $25 million? Would the average Joe with the misbegotten notion that the IRS is going to seize the 
family farm after Dad dies still oppose the tax on the grounds that it might one day apply to him? What if Congress proposed a 5 
percent surtax on taxable incomes in excess of $25 million? Is the resistance to progressive taxation based on a principled belief 
that higher tax rates on the rich are simply wrong, or on a fear that one day you yourself might be gored by the high rates? If it's 
the latter, quantifying the issue with a specific eight-digit taxable income or estate figure, higher than any ordinary person's 
"American Dream," rather than throwing out general proposals for higher tax rates, should eliminate the fear and the resulting 
political resistance for all but a very few voters. 

One barometer that leads me to believe that Thorndike may be giving up too quickly on the political viability of at least modest 
doses of progressivity at high incomes is the success last November in California of Prop. 63. This was a ballot initiative approved 
by the voters that imposed a 1 percent surtax on Californians with taxable income in excess of $1 million, beginning in 2005. 
Before the election, I guessed that the measure would fail. This is, after all, the land of Howard Jarvis, Prop. 13, and the state that 
voted its inheritance tax out of existence with a ballot initiative in 1982. I was wrong. The surtax actually passed quite easily, 
garnering nearly 54 percent of the vote.  

The federal Medicare tax is another example of the viability of targeting the rich if you aim small. As a matter of policy, removing 
the cap on the Medicare tax made no sense to me whatsoever. We put a substantial chunk of the burden of funding the Medicare 
system on a small portion of the population -- those wealthy persons (and only those) who earn their income in ways that are 
subject to this capricious tax. The only reason this system survives is that the Medicare tax flies below most radar screens 
because of its low rate. If you tried the same thing with the Social Security tax, all hell would break loose. And that's the lesson for 
those who seek to keep progressivity alive as a concept -- aim high with the brackets and low with the rates, and you'll at least 
have a chance to keep your foot in the door.  

Tom Daley 
Moraga, California 
Oct. 7, 2005 
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